
Solid stainless steel faucets from Franke

THERE’S A  
STAINLESS STEEL FAUCET 
FOR EVERY TASTE
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YOUR KITCHEN
DESERVES IT
Kitchen professionals swear by stainless steel 
products – especially those made by Franke.  
We equip many of the leading global restaurant 
chains, yet Franke is also a synonym for premium 
stainless steel products for home kitchens.

Stainless steel faucets for everyone

We at Franke are renowned throughout the 
world for our premium quality stainless steel 
products. Today we put all our experience to 
use in bringing our quality from the professional 
segment into your household.

Discover More

https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/product-highlights/stainless-steel-taps.html
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MADE  
TO STAY
Cutlery, pots, the sink; many things in the kitchen are made of 
stainless steel – the most durable and corrosion -resistant material. 
So why not also get a faucet that is made of stainless steel?

Your faucet defies wear and tear

No matter how frequently you use it or 
how you clean it, your stainless steel 
faucet will not show signs of wear. It 
will still look like the day you brought 
it home. 

Just wipe it off

With your stainless steel faucet there 
is no reason to use aggressive and 
unsustainable detergents. Food residue, 
liquids, lime deposits, and fingerprints 
can be quickly and easily wiped off your 
stainless steel faucet with nothing more 
than a microfiber cloth.

Chef’s favorite

The reason why chefs prefer stainless 
steel: It is easy-to-clean and it can 
stand extreme temperatures. It is 
known to be scratch-resistant and is 
natually hygenic.
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STAINLESS STEEL IN 
SWISS QUALITY

JUST THE WAY  
YOU LIKE IT

Franke’s solid stainless steel faucets fit seamlessly 
into any style of kitchen, from country house to 
modern minimalist and to urban industrial. Which 
faucet is the right one for you? 

Effortless operation

All Franke stainless steel faucets have dual 
function sprayheads– that easily toggle 
between a steady stream of water or a spray, 
perfect for rinsing fruits or vegetables.

Set the tone in black 

Franke’s NEW trendy stainless steel faucets in Black 
Stainless Steel are particularly striking – the color never 
fades, even after frequent cleaning. These stylish faucets 
are available in the Steel and Cube families. In line with your needs

Swivel spout faucets ensure a stable 
performance. Pull-out nozzle faucets will give 
you more range. There are also pull-out heads 
that have an optional spray function. Semi-
pro faucets with extendable hoses help you  
wash-up the messiest cookware.

Clean water when you need it

The functionality of water purification doesn‘t 
have to look utilitarian. Cube filtration faucet 
and point-of-use filtration deliver delicious 
water, right from the faucet, whenever you 
need it. 

Some of the key features of Franke’s stainless steel faucets 
may not catch your eye at first glance, but as is so often the 
case, you can recognize a premium faucet by its details.

Nothing but stainless steel

Your solid stainless steel faucet is smooth and 
non-porous. Rust, limescale and other debris 
cannot build up inside or outside of the faucet 
– there is no hiding place for germs.
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Perfect design, effortlessly

It takes high precision to make it something 
perfect – the same applies to good 
craftsmanship. At Franke, the passion for 
stainless steel led to the development of Steel 
faucets. Sleek curved lines and balanced 
proportions are the result. 

Also, Steel features a high arc spout and 
pull-down dual sprayhead, which allows you to 
easily reach each corner of the sink. Enhance 
the workspace with the collection‘s filtration 
faucets and pot filler to have all the functions 
you need in a beautifully coordinated style.

STEEL

IN BALANCE  
WITH LIFE

A masterpiece from stainless steel

Beauty lies in detail and this is especially true for Franke’s stainless 
Kubus family of kitchen faucets.. It looks like a modern sculpture and 
you will love to look at it every single day. And at the same time, 
Kubus fits comfortably in your hand for effortless operations. 
Intuitive design allows for easy toggling between spray and stream.

KUBUS

NEW
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The perfect family faucet

Most of the family life happens in the kitchen,  
it‘s where we cook and eat and spend a lot of 
time. With Cube, Franke designed a perfect 
faucet that is specially tailored for a busy and 
active kitchen. 

Cube is a robust and easy-to-clean faucet 
made of solid stainless steel in a timeless 
design that guarantees a high level of comfort 
and hygiene. Cube is available with a pull-
down spout, making it even easier to rinse out 
the sink or to quickly fill a large pot. 

Show your attitude

Why should kitchens always look alike? You should focus on 
style when furnishing your home – and dare to show 
contrasts. The Peak faucet is a solid stainless steel faucet in 
a straightforward, Scandinavian-influenced design. Peak has 
a high spout that rotates a full 360 degrees. The pull-down 
nozzle gives you more flexibility around the sink and when 
filling larger pots. 

With its modern, slim, seamless design, it looks 
great in any kitchen and is an ideal match with 
Franke Cube stainless steel sinks.

CUBE

BRING YOUR
KITCHEN SPACE
TO LIFE

PEAK

NEW
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Rooted in style

The clean design and detailed craftsmanship 
make Franke’s Pescara stainless steel faucet 
line ideal for those who savor simplicity. 
Pescara faucets feature a level of functionality 
and performance that maximizes usability for 
the home chef or kitchen connoisseur.
A single-lever handle and pull-down sprayer 
that fits comfortably in your hand for effortless  
operation. Intuitive, ergonomic design allows  
easy toggling between spray and stream.

PESCARA

A DESIRE FOR 
FINE DETAIL

READY TO FIND  
YOUR PERFECT 
FAUCET? 

Franke Solid Stainless Steel Faucets

A natural beauty

Pescara
1 Hole Semi-Pro

 Stainless Steel  FFPD4350

Pescara
1 Hole Semi-Pro

 Stainless Steel  FFPD4450

Stainless steel in Swiss quality

Choose a solid stainless steel faucet from Franke, no matter what your style is or how large your family might be, 
our wide range of stainless steel faucets are sure to satisfy all your requirements.

i For additional product details click on the information icon.

i i

https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/pescara/115-0435-802_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/pescara/115-0442-968_detail.html
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Franke Solid Stainless Steel Faucets

Steel 
1 Hole Pull-Down

 Stainless Steel   FF3452SS

Steel
1 Hole Pull-Down 

 Stainless Steel  FF3450
 Black Stainless Steel   FF3425BSS

Pure stainless steel

Cube 
1-Hole Pull Down 

 Stainless Steel FF3352

Cube 
1-Hole Pull Down 

 Stainless Steel  FF3350
 Black Stainless Steel   FF3325BSS

Steel
1 Hole Bar

 Stainless Steel FFB3450
 Black Stainless Steel FFB3425BSS

Suitable for outdoor use

Steel
1 Hole Pull-Down Prep

 Stainless Steel FFP3450
 Black Stainless Steel   FFP3425BSS

Steel
1 Hole Pull-Out

 Stainless Steel FFPS3450
 Black Stainless Steel   FFPS3425BSS

Steel 
Wall Mount Pot Filler

 Stainless Steel   PF3450

Steel
1 Hole Point-of-Use Filtration Hot/Cold

 Stainless Steel  LB13250
 Black Stainless Steel LB13225BSS

Steel 
1 Hole Soap Dispenser

 Stainless Steel  SD3450SS
 Black Stainless Steel SD3425BSS

So stunning, so simple 

Peak 
1-Hole Semi-Pro

 Stainless Steel  FFPD5550

Shaped to surprise

Kubus
1-Hole Pull-Down

 Stainless Steel FF4250

Kubus
1-Hole Pull-Down Prep

 Stainless Steel  FFP4250
1-Hole Pull-Down Bar

 Stainless Steel FFB4250

Ready for anything

Suitable for outdoor use

Cube 
1-Hole Pull Down 2 Handles 

 Stainless Steel  FFPD3350

Cube 
1-Hole Prep 

 Stainless Steel FFP3350
 Black Stainless Steel   FFP3325BSS

Cube 
1-Hole Bar 

 Stainless Steel  FFB3350
 Black Stainless Steel   FFB3325BSS

Cube 
3-in-1 Hot/Cold/Filtered Cold 

 Stainless Steel  FFT3350

NEW
NEW

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

NEW

Steel
1-Hole Point-of-Use Filtration - Cold

 Stainless Steel DW13050
 Black Stainless Steel DW13025BSS

1-Hole Point-of-Use Filtration - Hot
 Stainless Steel  LB12150
 Black Stainless Steel  LB13125BSS

i For additional product details click on the information icon.
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https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0355-506_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0619-306_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0619-312_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0619-308_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0619-309_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/steel/115-0355-507_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-solutions/soap-dispenser/112-0625-484_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/water-filtration/hot-and-filtered-cold-water-dispenser---steel/120-0355-512_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/water-filtration/cold-water-only---steel/120-0619-310_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/centinox/115-0547-857_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/115-0528-017_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/115-0619-304_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/kubus/115-0529-209_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/115-0619-302_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/115-0385-081_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/kubus/115-0529-210_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/115-0553-781_detail.html
https://www.franke.com/ca/en/hs/products/kitchen-faucets/cube/120-0385-082_detail.html
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BR001_CA EN_0621  FHS Stainless Faucets

Franke Home Solutions
1000 Franke Kindred Rd
Midland, Ontario 
Canada L4R 4K9
866-687-7465
frankecanada.com
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